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Abstract - Trust management in P2P system is used to detect 

malicious behaviors and to promote honest and cooperative 

interactions. The main goal of the earlier P2P systems is the 

capability of aggregating resources, which assumes certain 

honesty level of peers. However, as P2P systems grow 

tremendously in size, there will be a considerable number of 

malicious peers who bring security attacks and threats to the 

whole network. In a distributed infrastructure without 

centralized server for authority, providing security mechanism is 

more complicated than in server-centric solutions, as the 

existence of multiple sites increases the vulnerability and 

security efforts must be replicated at multiple sites. Therefore 

security issues are one of the major challenges that need to be 

carefully analyzed and addressed, especially for fully 

decentralized unstructured P2P systems. A lot of researches are 

being conducted to improve the trust management in peer to 

peer system. Several reputation-based trust management 

systems are analyzed here. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Peer to peer (P2P) systems rely on collaboration of peers 

to accomplish tasks. Ease of performing malicious activity 

is a threat for security of P2P systems. Creating long-term 

trust relationships among peers can provide a more secure 

environment by reducing risk and uncertainty in future 

P2P interactions. Particularly trust management systems 

are classified into three categories, reputation-based trust 

systems, policy-based trust systems, and social network-

based trust systems. Reputation is a measure that is 

derived from direct or indirect knowledge on earlier 

interactions of agents, and it is used to access the level of 

trust an agent puts into another agent. Thus, reputation-

based trust management is one specific form of trust 

management. Reputation-based trust management systems 

on the other hand provide a mechanism, by which a peer  

 

 

requesting a resource may evaluate the trust in the 

reliability of the resource and the peer providing the 

resource. The goal of this survey is to analyze the 

researches on the P2P reputation-based trust management 

 

2. Literature Survey 
 

Malicious peers have more attack opportunities in P2P 

trust models due to lack of a central authority. Researches 

are always being conducted to improve the accuracy and 

efficiency of the trust management in peer-to-peer systems. 

Some of the innovative approaches are described. 

 

2.1 DMRep 
 

On a structured P2P system, a DHT structure can provide 

decentralized and efficient access to trust information. In 

Aberer and Despotovic’s trust model [1], peers report 

their complaints by using P-Grid. It is an approach that 

addresses the problem of reputation-based trust 

management at both the data management and the 

semantic level. A peer is assumed as trustworthy unless 

there are complaints about it. However, preexistence of 

trust among peers does not distinguish a newcomer and 

an untrustworthy one. 

 

The principal advantage of this approach is that it has an 

efficient way of storing and retrieving trust data and does 

not flood every peer in the system with queries about other 

peers, thus limiting storage and bandwidth costs. It is thus 

more scalable than approaches that broadcast trust queries 

to all peers in the system. 

 

The main disadvantage, however, is that a peer is forced 

to store data owned by other peers and does not have local 

control over the treatment of that data. Therefore, the 

system is not truly decentralized because peers have to 
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implicitly agree to not alter data owned by others. It also 

does not employ any kind of mechanism to authenticate 

messages or explicitly protect the identity of peers. And 

DMRep assumes that usually trust exists and malicious 

behaviour is the exception, thus it is not suitable for the 

environment with high cheating rates. 

 

2.2 Eigen Trust 
 

Eigen Trust [2] uses transitivity of trust to calculate global 

trust values stored on CAN. The basic idea of secure 

algorithm is that the trust value of one peer is computed 

by some other peers. Those peers are called mothers 

which are responsible for computing their daughter’s 

global reputation values. The reason for using more than 

one other peer to compute a peer’s reputation value is that 

some mothers may be malicious peers and they report 

false trust values for their daughters.  Hash functions map 

a Unique ID for each peer (IP Address and TCP port) into 

points in a logical coordinate space. Coordinate space is 

partitioned over the network and every peer covers a 

region of that dynamic space. The peer who covers the 

region where that ID is hashed becomes that peers score 

manager. 

 

Advantages of Eigen Trust are (1) Isolate malicious peers 

by using multiple mothers to calculate and store 

reputation values for a peer. (2) Encourage peers to share 

file by rewarding reputation to those peers which provide 

good services. (3) Allow the new peers to build trust (4) 

Balance the load by downloading probabilistically so that 

low reputation peers still have chance to be selected.. And 

its disadvantages includes (1) Cannot distinguish between 

newcomers and malicious peers (2) Malicious peers can 

still cheat in collectives (3) The flexibility of calculating 

global reputation value  (4) Anonymous. That is it is not 

possible for a peer at a specific coordinate to find out 

which peer ID exactly it computes for. 

 

2.3 Peer Trust 

 
Peer Trust [4] defines transaction and community context 

parameters to make trust calculation adaptive on P-Grid. 

The parameters are: 

• The feedback a peer obtained from others 

• The feedback scope 

• Credibility factor for the feedback source 

• The transaction context factor 

 

While transaction context parameter addresses application 

dependent factors, community context parameter 

addresses P2P community related issues such as creating 

incentives to force feedbacks. As an advantage we can say 

peer trust is a coherent adaptive trust model for 

quantifying and comparing the trustworthiness of peers. 

Also peer trust identifying five important factors for 

evaluating the trust and minimize security weakness and 

prevents man in the middle attack. 

However one important disadvantage is peers can easily 

discard their old identity and adopt a new one through re-

entry to get rid of bad history. And also a peer can 

perform an unavoidable one-time attack. 

 

2.4 Power Trust 
 

Power Trust [5] constructs an overlay network based on 

the Power law distribution of peer feedbacks. It 

dynamically selects small number of power nodes that are 

most reputable using a distributed ranking mechanism. A 

reputation system calculates the global reputation score of 

a peer by considering the feedback from all other peers 

who have interacted with this peer. A trust overlay 

network is used to model the trust relationship among 

peers. The community context factor by using a random-

walk strategy and utilizing power nodes, feedback 

aggregation speed, and global reputation accuracy are 

improved. Advantage of power trust includes power law 

distribution of peer feedbacks, fast reputation aggregation, 

ranking, updating, system robustness and operational 

efficiency. And disadvantages are (1) Power trust cannot 

be deployed on unstructured networks (2) Does not deal 

with intrusions, collusions, and selfishness of peers (3) 

Calculated trust information is not global and does not 

reflect opinions of all peers 

 

2.5 Gossip Trust 
 

Gossip Trust [6] defines a randomized gossiping protocol 

for efficient aggregation of trust values. A query is 

randomly forwarded to some neighbours instead of all 

neighbours. Comparing to flooding approach, gossiping 

reduces reputation query traffic. Gossip protocol tolerates 

the network link and node failures and support the 

computation of aggregate functions like weighted sum, 

average value and maximum over large collection of 

distributed numeric values One thread sends the halved 

gossip pair 1/2 x(k), 1/2 wi(k) to itself (node i) and to a 

randomly selected node in the network. Another thread 

receives all halved pairs from other nodes and computes 

the updated xi(k+1) and wi(k+1) xi is the gossiped global 

score and wi is the gossiped weight Gossip Trust is an 

extension of gossip protocol. It uses the gossip protocol to 

aggregate reputation scores. It treats all opinions in gossip 

procedure with the same weight regardless of the sources 

of the opinions. Gossip trust is a fast gossip-based 
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reputation aggregation algorithm with small aggregation 

error. It has efficient reputation storage with Bloom filters 

with low false-positive error. It uses power nodes 

dynamically for combating against peer collusions. But 

Gossip trust is not suitable for large P2P networks, only 

tested on small simulations and does not have been 

implemented in real world. 

 

2.6 Trust Management System (TMS) 
 

A partially decentralized reputation-based TMS [8] for 

BitTorrent is presented which uses global trust scores to 

evaluate peers as well as their local trust scores. It uses 

the BitTorrent peers transactions for calculating local 

scores and the BitTorrent tracker to compute global trust 

scores. Peers calculate and assign local score to each other. 

Then peers send these local scores to the tracker. Tracker 

calculates global score of peers and find top 10 percent of 

peers. These 10 percent of peers determine global score of 

the other peers. Global scores return back to the peers. 

TMS can reach a steady state during early phases of its 

life. Thus, the TMS can prevent rogue peers to be selected 

as Super-Peer. The main threat for the proposed TMS is 

collusion attack. Relying on the tracker to calculate the 

global trust scores, adds overhead to the tracker when the 

size of the swarm is extremely large. 

 

2.7 SORT 
 

Ahmet Burak Can and Bharat Bharagava et al. [7] 

propose a Self-ORganizing Trust model (SORT) aims to 

decrease malicious activity in a P2P system by 

establishing trust relations among peers in their proximity. 

No a priori information or a trusted peer is used to 

leverage trust establishment. Peers do not try to collect 

trust information from all peers. Each peer develops its 

own local view of trust about the peers interacted in the 

past. In this way, good peers form dynamic trust groups in 

their proximity and can isolate malicious peers. SORT 

defines two context of trust, service and recommendation 

contexts are defined to measure capabilities of peers in 

providing services and giving recommendations. 

Interactions and recommendations are considered with 

satisfaction, weight, and fading effect parameters. A 

recommendation contains the recommenders own 

experience, information from its acquaintances, and level 

of confidence in the recommendation. 

 

In SORT instead of global trust information local trust 

information is enough to make decisions. Peers send 

reputation queries only to peers interacted in the past 

which reduces network traffic and make simulations 

realistic.Disadvantages are if a peer changes its point of  

 

attachment to the network, it might lose a part of its trust 

network and it does not solve all security problems but 

enhance security and effectiveness of the system. 

 

 

Table 1: Performance Analysis 
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3. Performance Analysis 
 

Table 1 compares the reputation-based trust management 

systems in four technical aspects: 

 
. 

4. Conclusions 
 

Open nature of peer-to-peer systems exposes them to 

malicious activity. Building trust relationships among 

peers can mitigate attacks of malicious peers. Reputation-

based trust management is used to pro- mote honest and 

cooperative behaviors, and thus the overall credibility of 

the P2P network can be maintained at an expected level. 

Various methods for trust management in peer to peer 

systems have been compared. Each methods have its own 

merits and demerits. Solutions on a structured network 

rely on a DHT structure to store trust information. Each 

peer becomes a trust holder of another peer, which is 

assumed to provide authentic global trust information. A 

number of issues for future studies remain open. First, 

more extensive evaluation methods over wider parameters 

are needed. Second, robust methods are needed to avoid 

the malicious peers cheat in collectives, as the current 

works are based on the assumption that the probability of 

cheating within a society is comparably low. 
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